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Why need to be Germanica By Robert Conroy in this site? Get a lot more profits as what we have actually
told you. You can locate the other alleviates besides the previous one. Relieve of getting guide Germanica
By Robert Conroy as just what you desire is likewise given. Why? We provide you lots of sort of guides that
will not make you feel bored. You can download them in the link that we give. By downloading and install
Germanica By Robert Conroy, you have actually taken properly to select the ease one, compared to the
hassle one.

About the Author
Robert Conroy was the author of a run of hugely popular alternate history novels, including Himmler’s War,
Rising Sun, 1920: America's Great War, Liberty: 1784, 1864: Custer in Chains, and Germanica for Baen
Books. His 1942, which is set within a Japanese conquest of Hawaii, won the prestigious Sidewise Award
for alternate histories. Conroy lived for many years in southeastern Michigan.
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Book enthusiasts, when you require an extra book to read, find guide Germanica By Robert Conroy here.
Never ever stress not to discover exactly what you need. Is the Germanica By Robert Conroy your required
book now? That's true; you are truly an excellent visitor. This is an excellent book Germanica By Robert
Conroy that originates from terrific author to share with you. Guide Germanica By Robert Conroy supplies
the most effective encounter as well as lesson to take, not only take, however additionally discover.

This publication Germanica By Robert Conroy is anticipated to be among the very best vendor publication
that will certainly make you feel satisfied to purchase and also review it for completed. As recognized can
common, every publication will certainly have specific things that will certainly make an individual
interested a lot. Also it originates from the author, type, material, and even the publisher. Nonetheless, many
people likewise take guide Germanica By Robert Conroy based upon the style and title that make them
surprised in. and here, this Germanica By Robert Conroy is really advised for you because it has appealing
title and theme to check out.

Are you really a fan of this Germanica By Robert Conroy If that's so, why do not you take this book
currently? Be the very first person which such as and also lead this publication Germanica By Robert
Conroy, so you can get the reason and messages from this book. Don't bother to be perplexed where to
obtain it. As the various other, we discuss the connect to go to as well as download and install the soft data
ebook Germanica By Robert Conroy So, you might not carry the printed book Germanica By Robert Conroy
anywhere.
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Best-selling alternate history master Robert Conroy returns to World War II, this time for a dangerous last
stand of the Nazis in the heart of the Alps.

GERMANICA, ÜBER ALLES!

Deep in the heart of Europe's Alps in the redoubt called Germanica, Nazi propaganda master Josef Goebbels
and a battalion of Nazi zealots hold out against a frantic final Allied push to end World War II. With
Churchill losing his election, De Gaulle consolidating his rule over a newly liberated France, and Stalin
asserting his own nefarious land-grab in Eastern Germany, only America, led by its untried new president
Harry Truman, remains to face the toughest of Nazi warriors as they hunker down for a bitter fight to the last
man.

Goebbels knows that if he can hold out just a bit longer, the war weary of the Western nations will back
away from unconditional surrender for Germany, and he and his zealots can remain in power never to answer
for their war crimes, and able to prepare for the moment when their hateful Nazi ideology is ready once
again to rise from its alpine grave and strike at the heart of humanity!

But there are Americans and a few stalwart Europeans just as determined to put a final stake in the Nazi
heart. It is now up to heroes in the making such as newly minted O.S.S. operative Ernie Janek, commando
Captain Scott Tanner, and formerly enslaved Czech "Jew" Lena Bobek, to bring down the dark Nazi menace
growing like a cancer in the mountainous heart of the continent.

At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).

About Germanica:
"[A] new and intriguing novel that takes the final days of the Third Reich as its jumping-off point. . . .
Conroy captures the intricacies of WWII with an eye for historical nuance, and he crafts a believable
alternate ending to the war. . . . [T]he story is buoyed by Conroy’s effective snapshot of the
era."—Publishers Weekly

About Robert Conroy's Rising Sun:
“Conroy extrapolates a new and militarily plausible direction for WWII . . . A thrilling
adventure.”—Booklist

About Robert Conroy’s Himmler’s War:
“[Conroy] adds a personal touch to alternate history by describing events through the eyes of fictional
characters serving on the front lines. VERDICT: Historical accuracy in the midst of creative speculation
makes this piece of alternate history believable.”–Library Journal

About Red Inferno: 1945
“An ensemble cast of fictional characters. . . and historical figures powers the meticulously researched story



line with diverse accounts of the horrors of war, making this an appealing read for fans of history and
alternate history alike.”—Publishers Weekly

“[E]ngrossing and grimly plausible. . .the suspense holds up literally to the last page.”—Booklist

About 1945:
“ moving and thought-provoking. . .”—Publishers Weekly

“Realistic. . .”—Booklist

About 1942:
“. . .fans of Tom Clancy and Agent Jack Bauer should find a lot to like here.”—Publishers Weekly

“A significant writer of alternate history turns here to the popular topic of Pearl Harbor, producing. . . this
rousing historical action tale.”—Booklist

“A high-explosive what-if, with full-blooded characters.”—John Birmingham, bestselling author ofWithout
Warning

About 1901:
“. . .cleverly conceived. . .Conroy tells a solid what-if historical.”—Publishers Weekly

“. . . likely to please both military history and alternative history buffs.”—Booklist

Robert Conroy is the author of a run of hugely popular alternate history novels, including Himmler’s War,
Rising Sun, 1920: America's Great War, Lib
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Most helpful customer reviews

18 of 19 people found the following review helpful.
Decent Alternative History novel
By Roger J. Buffington
This is an alternate history novel in which the Nazis, at the end of World War Two, actually carry out their
plan to set up a "National Redoubt" in the German Alps near the Swiss border. Such plans existed and
General Eisenhower feared that the Germans would do this, thereby prolonging the war for some period of
time. In this alternate history novel this occurs, and Josef Goebbels leads a ragtag group of German Army
divisions, SS units, and slaves to form a rump state which they name "Germanica."

No spoilers here, but the ending is not particularly surprising. What carries this novel is Conroy's excellent



writing and decent character development. The plot somewhat meanders, and the basic premise, while
interesting, does not really challenge the reader's imagination. I give this one three stars for being a good
solid read, but several of Conroy's other novels are better. RJB.

8 of 8 people found the following review helpful.
You Can't Hit 'Em Out of the Stadium Every Time
By English Prof
I have long been a fan of Conroy's work, but I didn't start out that way, and in many respects this book calls
to mind his earliest efforts. The theme, of course, is the National Redoubt red herring that so distracted the
Western Allies, particularly Eisenhower, at the end of World War II. The idea was that the remnants of the
Reich's shattered armies would withdraw to the Austrian Alps in an attempt to provide a base for a
resurgence of National Socialism through a guerrilla war after all else failed. My problem here is that this
work, like Conroy's earliest, seems too cliched, too lacking in nuance to hold my attention. Worse, there are
a few weaknesses in editing that reveal themselves along the way. The premise is engaging, but as another
reviewer pointed out, the plot is contrived at best with Nazis and heroes straight out of central casting. If you
are really interested in alternate history, there is much better material out there, but if you are just getting
started in the genre or have a particular fascination with the National Redoubt story, this book will probably
hold your attention. For my money, Conroy can do much better. This is simply too juvenile for my tastes.

7 of 7 people found the following review helpful.
I did not find myself being pulled into the story like I usually do with one of this authors books
By chuck
I am a huge fan of Conroy, but this story fell a little flat. I did not find myself being pulled into the story like
I usually do with one of this authors books. I cannot give any substantial reasons for finding the book less
interesting, it is just that the story was not as intriguing as his stories usually are. I found myself just trying to
get through the book so I could finish it. The editing in this book is really bad, that could be a contributing
factor. One of the characters starts out in the 106th Infantry at the beginning of the book, then after he
escapes from behind enemy lines he joins the 105th. The author confuses these divisions a couple of times
during the story, which I find a little distracting. Then there are too many grammatical and even spelling
errors in the book. I find myself grading this like I grade an essay in one of my classes. It almost seems the
author is bored with alternate history. This has to be my least favorite of his novels, and I own them all. I
have reread many of them multiple times, but this is a one read story.

See all 57 customer reviews...
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The existence of the on-line book or soft data of the Germanica By Robert Conroy will certainly reduce
individuals to obtain guide. It will additionally conserve more time to only search the title or writer or author
to get up until your book Germanica By Robert Conroy is exposed. Then, you could visit the web link
download to visit that is given by this site. So, this will be an excellent time to start appreciating this book
Germanica By Robert Conroy to review. Always great time with book Germanica By Robert Conroy, always
great time with cash to invest!
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